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Objective

To use previous skills as a logistics manager or dispatcher. To obtain a machine tool operator 
requiring manual and computer numerical control machining abilities.

Skills

Loading and unloading of equipment, Motor vehicles for transportation.

Work Experience

Semi Truck Driver 
ABC Corporation  1984 – 1984 
 Outstanding leadership and supervisory skills. Directed, managed, and coordinated 60 

employees.
 Successfully maintained customer relations, house carrier responsibilities, and accounts 

Lengthy and solid employment track record.
 Experience in successful management and dispatching logistics.
 Proficiently maintained computerized records regarding all general and specific terminal 

operations and company procedures.
 Professionally oversees and enforces company quality assurances, safety plans, and 

Department of Transportation regulations.
 Processed shipping orders, and implemented terminal services including the assignment of 

personnel and equipment to meet the specific needs.
 Load and unload Dairy products for customer delivery Drive semi-truck or straight truck to 

assigned customers on route Ability to push, pull and/or lift product.

Semi Truck Driver
ABC Corporation  1981 – 1984 
 I was responsible to deliver loads to customer in the 48 United States.
 It got easier to back up my truck and trailer.
 Would have to wait for them to unload the trailer or drop the trailer off to that customer.
 Skills Used I went to truck driving school for a month to be able to drive, backup, shift a 13 

gear truck.
 Had to go to get loads legal in the 3 axles.
 If overweight I had to adjust the axles to get load legal.
 If not I would have to go back to the customer where I picked up my load so they can get me 

legal..

Education

Diploma in Machine Tool Technology - (Tennessee Technology Center at Athens - Athens, TN)
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